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1. The ------------------ are systematic displays of specimens, models, charts, posters, etc.

Exhibits

2. Extension teaching methods may be defined as devices used to create situations in 
which new -------------------- can pass freely between the extension worker and the 
farming communities.

information

3. Functional -------------- programme should be channeled to develop the receipt and 
the community to which he belongs, politically, socially and economically

literacy

4. which type of cooperative education methods are used in extension teaching in 
recognition of the fact that learning is an individual process and that the personal 
influence of the cooperative extension worker is an important factor in securing 
peopleâ€˜s participation in extension activities

Individual

5. Cooperative --------------------- workers are largely responsible for the transmission of 
research findings to the members

Extension

6. which coopetation education extension encourages teachers to design instructions 
according to the needs of individual students.

individual instruction

7. Educating adults differs from educating children in several ways given that adults 
have accumulated knowledge and work experience which can add to the learning --------
-----------

experience

8. The Cooperative Assistant must teach the members of the Societies allocated to him 
to be able to read and understand the-------------------- of the society

bye-laws

9. which type of learners need to physically do something to understand it

Tactile
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10. Learning is a process by which an individual through its own activities become 
changes in his -----------------

behaviour
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